


Key members of the SLP Solutions 

team

Gary Blakeley, Southern Lithoplate

Director of Global Service & Technical Support 

and 

Bill Ostendorf, Creative Circle Media 

Founder and President 

present:



Power-Up Your Profitability
Revenue Generation & Cost Optimization

Proven Examples to Maximize Your Profits

A TIME OF OPPORTUNITY
BUILDING A SUSTAINABLE
AND BALANCED BUSINESS



Agenda

00:00 – 00:15 Gary Blakeley
Consultative & information services for newspaper 

production/operations

KPIplus+ Print Production Data and Evaluations Tool

00:16 – 00:30 Bill Ostendorf

Print is not dead. We believe in print.

Highlights from our idea paper for print: 

25 ways to improve your print products in 2016

00:30 – 00:45 Questions and Answers

Plus: Copies of 25 ways to improve your print products in 2016



Southern Lithoplate Services Group



SLP Solutions Press and Prepress Performance Services

• Equipment service, parts, and support services

SLP Solutions Consultative & Information Services 

• RIP to Dock operations review and audit services

• Key Performance Indicator tracking

• Newspaper product editorial & advertising consulting

• EHS audits and safety consulting

• G7 certification



RIP to Dock operations review and audit services

Examples

• Changes to technology support

• Newsprint waste reduction strategy

• Cost avoidance via proper EHS adherence

• Process improvement

• Mechanical maintenance assistance

• Job scheduling



RIP to Dock operations review and audit services

• Evaluation of prepress equipment

• Evaluation of pressroom and equipment

• Assessment of duties and job function

• Inventory usage and management

• EHS issues identification



Benefits of review and audits

1. Tangible and often significant and immediate cost savings

2. Comprehensive report, recommendations for improvement

3. Identification of waste, process & performance inefficiencies

4. Prioritized list of tasks and recommendations

5. Documented expense savings of dollars in the $100 thousands



A few words about SLP Solutions from 

David Dunn-Rankin, president, Sun Newspapers



SLP Solutions introduces



What is it and what why is it important for newspapers?

An exclusive key performance indicator program 

for SNPA members and subscribers

• First performance tool of its kind for newspaper companies

• Newspaper specific performance data is collected monthly via cloud 

• A peer comparison giving members knowledge and best practices

• Metrics that matter to you and your operations 

• Keep costs in check, improve performance, increase profits



Metrics/Definitions

1. Percentage Of Ink Cost To 

Total Newsprint Consumed

2. Cost per 

Impression/Pressroom

3. Mailroom Expense/1K Insert –

Cost per Thousand

4. Newsprint Waste %

5. Press Uptime %

6. Web Breaks per 100 

7. Operations’ Reportable DART incidents

8. Percentage Press Flow Times Made

9. Percentage Mailroom Flow Times Made

10.On-time Off-time % - Pressroom

11.On-time Off-time % - Mailroom

12.On-time Truck Departure Time%

13.On-time Delivery % to 

Circulation/Carriers



KPI Report 07/23/2016 - 07/30/2016

Your Newspaper Group Average Group High Group Low
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Dashboard

Performance data available via simple easy to interpret dashboard



Launch

• SNPA beta testing at 12 participating newspaper sites

• Compare newspapers of similar circulations

• Participant anonymity through aggregate reporting

• Ideal for comparing newspaper operational efficiencies

Launch date for SNPA members:  Q1 2017



Offered by SNPA. Powered by SLP Solutions.

SLP Solutions application engine and staff analysis affords 

participating newspapers comparative data and targeted 

knowledge – where to find operating efficiencies



Meet SLP Solutions Team Member: 

Bill Ostendorf
Founder and President, Creative Circle Media Solutions



Some 
highlights 
from our 
idea paper 
for print 



Why an 
idea paper
about print?



To some extent, 

this is a protest movement.

We’re sick of seeing press associations, 

investors, publishers and newspaper owners 

getting sucked into this myth 

that it’s time to disinvest from print.



The “Print is dead movement” is completely 

insane.

There is no data showing that print 

will somehow disappear.

Radio, movie theaters, and television were

all predicted to be doomed by new technology. 

Never happens. 

Mediums don’t die.



This doesn’t mean we’re anti-digital

or that we have our heads in the sand.

I run a software development firm

dedicated to reinventing newspapers online.

And we know all about print declines.

We just think it’s time to realize that print

is broken, not dead.





We believe print can be done better.

We’ve been anti-reader in every decision 

we’ve made in recent years.

Our work redesigning print newspapers 

proves that declines can be stopped or reversed. 

Print can be fixed and even grow.

So don’t abandon it.

Let’s blow it up.

Let’s get it right.



Our initial report

was just the beginning.

We’re going to get the newspaper industry

to refocus on fixing print.

You’ll hear more from our group soon.

Now let’s just do it!



Tip #1

Market print

like you believe it!



Newspapers are terrible 

at marketing themselves.



But look at our audience.

It’s amazing!

Print is for smart people.

Print is for home owners.

Print is for wealthy people.

Print is for successful people. 



If we ever got this right,

every person would want to 

buy a newspaper and carry it around 

just to look smart and successful.

People going on job interviews would make sure 

there was a newspaper sticking out of their 

briefcase as they entered the interview room.



Look at our experience.

Reading a newspaper is engaging.

Reading a newspaper is a change of pace.

Reading a newspaper is quiet.

Reading a newspaper is tactile.



Look at our value.

Reading a newspaper is fun.

Newspapers can teach you things, 

improve your life and help you grow.

Newspapers can save you money.

Newspapers help you shop smarter.







Tip #15

Switch to 

five columns.



U.S. broadsheets

should strongly consider 

moving to a 5-column format.

Tabs, depending on their format,

might benefit from a 4-column format.



Wider columns are dramatically 

better for reading.

WIDE COLUMN

She went to the store 

to buy milk for the 

kitten

she found on the patio. 

NARROW COLUMN

She went to 

the store to 

buy milk for 

the kitten she 

found on the patio. 



Our narrow columns and tiny gutters

have really damaged the reading experience.

Narrow columns slow reading speed 

by between 30% and 60%.

Studies indicate that narrow columns make 

readers tense and cause them to skip words and 

misunderstand passages.





Ideal column widths are between 12 and 18 

picas.

If you won’t go to five columns, a baby step 

would be to go ragged right, increasing gutter 

width and eliminating gaps between words.

Or modular, six-column ad stacks would create 

cleaner pages and allow editorial 

to go mostly five columns. And you can 

do 5-column section fronts.



Bad typography hurts, too.

Many papers suffer from horrible typesetting 

because there isn’t anyone left 

who understands how to set type.

Big gaps between words dramatically 

slow reading speed, too.

Thin fonts with small x-heights are also a 

problem.



10.5/11 9.5/10.5

Good type saves space

and improves reading speed.



Tip #18

Modernize 

Classifieds

for a web-based

world.



Our research shows classifieds 

have a bad rap.

Cluttered. Used. 

Unsophisticated.



59% of adults said they would use the 

classifieds more if the ads had photos.

That number jumped to 75% 

for those under 34.

More sophisticated color would help as 

does linking classifieds back to content in 

new ways.





Colors

Borders



We help our clients stop thinking “classifieds” 

and start thinking “targeted text ads.”

That’s what a Google Adsense ad is.

Classifieds are our Google ads. And we’ve had 

good success expanding classifieds into a 

wealth of new categories. Think of it as 

classifieds meets native!





And we need to take these new concepts 

in classifieds online in new ways, too.



We built a platform to give local media

a local, web-based text ad solution.

QuickAds fit in most standard ad sizes.





Truly rethinking classifieds is a big potential

print and web win.



Tip #9

Rethink

your refers.



Step one:

Pick stories for 

your newsstand audience!



Refers should grab the attention

of non-readers and occasional readers

who, by definition, are not interested

in the stories we write for readers

and run on our section fronts.

Single copy buyers have very different

interests.



Compared to our subscribers,

single copy buyers are more likely to be:

• Poorer.

• Transient.

• Renters.

• Younger.

• Minorities.

• Less educated.

• Parents of small children.

• Retired.



Single copy buyers are more likely to be 

interested in these kinds of topics:

• Relationship issues. 

• How to get along. Dating.

• Pregnancy and child care.

• Health issues. Staying fit. Health care costs.

• Pocketbook issues. Saving money.

• Education issues. Pre-school. Junior colleges.

• Things to do. Entertainment. Celebrities.

• Odd stories. Amusing or quirky stories.



Creating refers that sell:

• Don’t use a fixed template. Mix it up.

• Refers aren’t headlines, they are marketing!

• Make them about the buyer!

• Use words like your, our, save, best, top ten, favorite, win, etc. Use 

numbers, too: 10 trips, 5 secrets, 12 tips.

• Don’t be vague or cute. Refers need to be clear.

• They should be actionable. This paper will help me do something, 

learn something, earn something or get better.

• They have to be interesting! Being local is much less important 

than being interesting. Would you pay $1 to read that story?



















As we distribute 
copies of our 25 tips 
for improving print 
newspapers, we’d 
love to answer 
your questions!









You can download a digital copy of our print idea 

paper at the Southern Lithoplate web site, 

www.slp.com.

Or at the Creative Circle web site, 

www.creativecirclemedia.com.

http://www.creativecirclemedia.com




Thank You!
Gary Blakeley, Southern Lithoplate

and 

Bill Ostendorf, Creative Circle Media 


